Modified Norvack Guidelines (Amended):
Norvack (also known as Come-On Back, Halve It, Halve ‘ems, etc) shall be played for the 11th team game. We
will do a modified version using cricket numbers and cumulative team scoring. The final game shall be a 4
person game.
Object of the Game: Hit the object number with all three darts of a throw getting the most possible and do not
miss the object number during a throw. Remember; “It’s not what you hit, it’s what you save!”
Scoreboard setup: Divide each half of the scoreboard into 4 vertical columns. Enter the players name above
each column for each team in the order as they are on the scoresheet from left to right for each side. Horizontal
lines should be added separating each of the Cricket numbers 20 thru 15 and the bull.
Play: The team winning the bull shall go first. Player one shall throw all three darts at the initial object number
- 20’s. Any darts within the object number wires shall be added together and marked for score. Triples and
doubles count. The first player of the opposing team will go next throwing all three darts at the same object
number. Turns will alternate between the teams until all 8 players have thrown at the same object number. Then
all players will throw at the next number - 19’s, and so on thru the bulls.
Scoring: All three darts of a turn hitting the object number will count for score. The score is cumulative, with
each player adding their score to a running team total. If a player misses the object number with all three darts
the team total score shall be cut in half. Odd scores are rounded up for division. Player scores can be marked
above the running team total.
Playing Short: If a team is shooting a whole match with less than four players the opposing team playing with
four players shall not take a half in score for the corresponding player slot if their player misses the object
number. The team shooting short will not take a half in score for the missing player either. Ex: The visiting
team has three players and the first slot on the scoresheet is blank then the home team will shoot with all four
players with their first player not halving the team score if that player should miss. Captains shall agree on how
the game should be played in the case of a player having to leave in case of an emergency. If an agreement can’t
be made or if a team intentionally plays short in the last game the team shooting short will half the team score
for every object number.
Example: Player one of the home team goes first scoring 40, then player one of the other team goes. Player two
of the home team hits a double 20 and a single 20 scoring 60. The team total before the third player shoots is
100. The third player of the home team misses all three darts and scores zero. The total is now 50. The fourth
player scores one 20 leaving a team score of 70. Player one now shoots at the next object number hitting one 19.
Player two of the home team hits two T-19s. Player 3 misses all three again and halves the team score of 203
down to 104. (see the attached example scoreboard).
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